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A phonon-roton dispersion relation is proposed for the elementary exitations of a quantum

biexitoni liquid in semiondutors. The proposed dispersion relation is used as a starting point

for a alulation of the photoluminesene spetrum of the liquid and an analysis of its behaviour

under variation of the temperature and density of the biexitoni liquid. The parameters of the

dispersion urve of elementary exitations of the quantum biexitoni liquid are evaluated by �tting

the alulated photoluminesene spetrum to the experimental spetrum of the biexitoni liquid

of semionduting �-ZnP

2

rystals. Experimental studies of how the photoluminesene spetrum of

a biexitoni liquid in �-ZnP

2

depends on the temperature and the intensity of the laser exitation

on�rm the initial theoretial model. The dependene of the temperature of the rystals on the

exitation intensity is measured, and for some of the samples an anomalous dependene is found:

the temperature of the rystal dereases as the exitation intensity inreases. This e�et is probably

a onsequene of the giant thermal ondutivity of the superuid biexitoni liquid in �-ZnP

2

rystals.

Key words: biexitons, quantum biexitoni liquid, phonon-roton dispersion relation, superu-

idity

PACS number(s): 71.35.Lk, 78.55.-m

I. INTRODUCTION

For a long time the phenomenon of superuidity was

observed exlusively in liquid

4

He at temperatures be-

low 2.17 K. It is well known that the dispersion relation

for elementary exitations in superuid He II is har-

aterized by the so-alled roton gap. A dispersion rela-

tion of this sort was �rst proposed by Landau [1℄ and

later investigated theoretially by Feynman [2℄, and it

was subsequently on�rmed in neutron sattering exper-

iments [3℄. Among the Bose liquids,

4

He is unique in

that it remains liquid at atmospheri pressure down to

the lowest temperatures. Other Bose liquids rystallize

at temperatures above those at whih superuidity an

arise. Crystallization sets in beause the energy of the in-

termoleular interation is greater than the vibrational

energy at temperatures above the temperature of the on-

set of superuidity. Sine the vibrational energy goes as

�h!

vibr

/ m

�1=2

(m is the mass of the moleule), super-

uidity is more likely to arise in liquid moleular hydro-

gen than in other liquids. However, even in the ase of

liquid H

2

the energy of the intermoleular interation is

too large, and rystallization sets in before superuidity

as the temperature is lowered.

The analogy between Wannier{Mott exitons in semi-

ondutors and atomi hydrogen is well known. This

analogy extends to exitoni moleules (EMs or biex-

itons) and to the hydrogen moleule. The problem of

Bose ondensation and superuidity in a system of ex-

itons has been very popular in semiondutor physis

for the past 20{25 years (see, e. g., Refs. [4℄{ [6℄). The

possibility of superuidity of exitons in a strong mag-

neti �eld was pointed out in Ref. [5℄. An unusual ballis-

ti solitonlike regime of exiton motion in Cu

2

O rystals

was observed in Ref. [6℄. This e�et was interpreted as

evidene of superuidity of Bose-ondensed exitons.

Guided by the analogy between exitoni moleules

and hydrogen moleules, one an analyze the possibility

for superuidity to arise in suh a biexitoni (moleular)

liquid. The existene of a biexitoni liquid in semion-

dutors was �rst onsidered in Ref. [7℄. As we have said,

superuidity is not observed in liquid hydrogen beause

of the earlier onset of rystallization. However, the e�e-

tive mass of exitoni moleules is 2{3 orders of magni-

tude smaller than that of the H

2

moleule, and rystal-

lization of a biexitoni liquid probably should not our

at all. Therefore, at suÆiently low temperatures a biex-

itoni liquid an go into a superuid state. However, as

it turns out, the formation of a biexitoni liquid itself is

extremely problemati. Keldysh [8℄ and later Brinkman

and Rie [9℄ pointed out two important di�erenes be-

tween H

2

moleules and EMs in typial semiondutors.

First, sine the e�etive masses of the eletron and hole

are often of the same order, the binding energy of the

exitoni moleule, measured in units of the binding en-

ergy of the exiton (atom), should be muh less than 0.35

for the hydrogen moleule. Seondly, the ontribution of

the energy of zero-point motion is onsiderably larger

in a system of biexitons beause of the small mass of

a biexiton. For these two reasons, as experiments have

shown, in typial semiondutors (Si, Ge, and a number

of others) at high exitation intensities an eletron-hole

Fermi liquid is formed. One, therefore, expets that the

formation of a biexitoni Bose liquid an our only in

rystals in whih the e�etive masses of the eletron and

hole are suÆiently di�erent. Furthermore, the mass of

the EM should be suÆiently large that the ontribu-

tion of the zero-point motion is suÆiently small and it

beomes possible for a moleular liquid to form. At the

same time, the mass of the EM must be small enough

that \early" rystallization annot our.

Crystals of monolini zin diphosphide (�-ZnP

2

)
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meet the stated requirements. This rystal is hara-

terized by an appreiable di�erene of the eletron and

hole e�etive masses (� = m

e

=m

h

= 0:06), a rather

large value of the translational mass of the biexiton

m

bex

= 3m

0

(m

0

is the free eletron mass), and a very

strong anisotropy of the e�etive masses of the arriers.

For example, the anisotropy parameter  = �

k

=�

?

is

equal to 0.19 (�

k

and �

?

are the values of the redued

masses of an exiton in the diretions parallel to and per-

pendiular to the Z () axis of the rystal). As we know,

the anisotropy leads to an inrease in the binding en-

ergy of free eletron-hole omplexes, i. e., exitons, biex-

itons, and their ondensates. Therefore, the exitoni

moleule in �-ZnP

2

has a rather high binding energy

E

b

bex

= 6:7 meV = 0:15E

b

ex

.

The exitoni state with the lowest energy in this rys-

tal is the dipole-forbidden 1S state of the orthoexi-

ton [10℄. This makes it rather easy to reate an appreia-

ble onentration of exitons and, hene, biexitons un-

der laser exitation. Studies by the authors have shown

that the ondensation of biexitons in �-ZnP

2

rystals

ours via a hydrogenlike senario, i. e., unlike the ase

of typial semiondutors, a liquid of the moleular (in-

sulator) type forms in them. In the photoluminesene

(PL) spetrum of these rystals one observes the so-

alled C line, whih is due to two-photon annihilation

of biexitions ondensed into a moleular (insulator) liq-

uid [11{13℄. Note, that at two-photon annihilation there

is no reoil partile that ould take an appreiable part of

the momentum of the annihilating EM. For this reason,

sine the photon momentum is very small, momentum

onservation allows two-photon deay only for an EM

with k � 0, i. e., the two-photon PL line should be very

narrow [14℄. In two-eletron (one-photon) transitions, in

whih only one exiton of a moleule annihilates, the

seond, surviving exiton an take an arbitrary quasimo-

mentum, i. e., the one-photon PL lines are rather wide.

This makes it possible to distinguish the two-photon PL

lines of free biexitons and of a biexitoni liquid, unlike

the ase of the one-photon PL lines. In Refs. [12℄ and [13℄

the phase diagram of a biexitoni liquid was measured

and its ritial parameters were determined: T

C

= 4:9

K, n

bex;C

= 4:1 � 10

18

m

�3

(r

bex;C

� 63

�

A = 4:2a

ex

,

where a

ex

is the exitoni Bohr radius).

In this paper we propose a model for the quantum

biexitoni Bose liquid and alulate its emission spe-

trum. In the framework of this model we analyze the

experimentally observed features of the �ne struture of

the emission line of a biexitoni liquid in �-ZnP

2

(the

C line) as the temperature and the intensity of the laser

exitation of the rystal are varied.

II. DISPERSION RELATION FOR

ELEMENTARY EXCITATIONS OF A QUANTUM

BIEXCITONIC LIQUID

Thus we assume that the biexitoni liquid does not

rystallize down to the temperatures at whih quantum

e�ets beome important. What sorts of elementary ex-

itations an exist in a quantum biexitoni Bose li-

quid? It is logial to assume that, �rst, there are aousti

phonons. Their dispersion relation is given as

E(k) = �huk ; (1)

where u is the sound veloity, and k is the wave ve-

tor. Seond, we assume that owing to the intermoleu-

lar interation in the liquid a olletivization of the in-

tramoleular exitations an our in it. Sine the lowest-

energy exited state of an exitoni moleule is a ro-

tational state [15℄, these olletivized moleular exi-

tations an be rotational exitations of the moleules.

Here, following Landau [1℄, these olletivized exita-

tions/quasipartiles will be alled rotons. Rotons in a

biexitoni (moleular) liquid an be regarded as mole-

ular Frenkel exitons. The exitation energy of the

moleule in the presene of phase orrelation between

the moleules in the liquid an be written as

�E = �E

0

+D + 2M os[(k � k

0

0

)a)℄ ; (2)

where �E

0

is the exitation energy of a free moleule,D

is the hange of the interation energy of a given moleule

with its neighbours under its exitation,M is the matrix

element for the transfer of the energy of exitation from

the exited moleule to a neighbour being in the ground

state, a is the average distane between these moleules,

and k is the wave vetor of a Frenkel exiton, i. e., in our

ase the roton. The last term in Eq. (2) desribes the

dispersion relation of rotons and is physially meaning-

ful for j�kj = jk � k

0

0

j � �=2a. Thus the photon-roton

dispersion relation for elementary exitations of a biex-

itoni liquid an be written as

E(k) = �huk at 0 � k < k

0

0

� �=2a (3)

and k > k

0

0

+ �=2a ;

E(k) = �huk �  os[(k � k

0

0

)a)℄

at k

0

0

� �=2a � k � k

0

0

+ �=2a ;

where  = �2M . For small j�kj the seond relation of

system (3) an be written in the form

E

r

(k) = �+

�h

2

(k � k

0

)

2

2m

r

: (4)

Equation (4) is exatly the same as the equation pro-

posed by Landau [1℄ for desribing the dispersion rela-

tion of rotons in superuid He II. Thus our hoie of

the term \roton" is not arbitrary but is based on the

similarity of the dispersion relations of rotons in helium

and the olletivized moleular exitations of a biexi-

toni liquid. In Eq. (4) we have introdued the follow-

ing notation: m

r

= ��h

2

=2Ma

2

is the roton e�etive

mass, k

0

= k

0

0

� m

r

u=�h is the wave vetor orrespond-
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ing to the roton minimum of the dispersion relation, and

� = �huk

0

+2M +m

r

u

2

=2 is the energy gap in the spe-

trum of elementary exitations of the biexitoni liquid.

Fig. 1. Evolution with temperature of the alulated pho-

toluminesene spetrum of a quantum biexitoni liquid

with a phonon-roton dispersion relation for the elementary

exitations. The arrow labeled l indiates the low-energy (l)

omponent of the spetrum, and the arrow h the high-energy

(h) omponent.

Fig. 2. Evolution of the theoretial PL spetrum of a quan-

tum biexitoni liquid under variation of the square of the ex-

itation intensity (density of the liquid): n / I

2

ex

. The urves

are labeled with the value of I

2

ex

in arbitrary units.

Starting from the dispersion relation (3) for a quan-

tum biexitoni liquid, let us alulate the PL spe-

trum for suh a liquid. The spetrum we are looking

for an be obtained by onvolution of the slit funtion

and the funtion I(E) = I

0

�(E)f(E), where I

0

= onst,

�(E) = �

0

k

2

(E)(dk(E)=dE) is the density of states

of the liquid, whih is determined from the dispersion

relation for the elementary exitations (�

0

= onst);

f(E) = 1=[exp(E=k

B

T ) � 1℄ is the distribution fun-

tion for the exitations/quasipartiles of the liquid (the

Bose{Einstein distribution funtion). The zero of energy

E is taken as the value orresponding to the radiative

transition from the state with k = 0. For the parame-

ters of the dispersion urve we used the values obtained

from a best �t of the alulated luminesene spetrum

to the experimental PL spetrum of a biexitoni liquid,

reorded for a �-ZnP

2

rystal of high purity. Figures 1

and 2 show an evolution of the alulated PL spetra

of a quantum biexitoni liquid at variation of temper-

ature and density of liquid, respetively (the density of

the biexitoni liquid is proportional to I

2

ex

). It is seen

that the PL spetrum of a biexitoni liquid should have

a two-omponent struture. In the proposed model it is

assumed that the shape and parameters of the dispersion

urve do not depend on temperature and depend only on

the density of the liquid . The density of the liquid in-

uenes the shape of the dispersion urve and, through

it, the shape of the PL spetrum. We used the following

proportionalities relating the parameters of the disper-

sion urve and the density of the liquid (whih is propor-

tional to the square of the exitation intensity): average

intermoleular distane a / n

�1=3

/ I

�2=3

ex

, sound velo-

ity u / n

1=2

/ I

ex

, k

0

0

a = onst, and the modulus of

the matrix element for the exitation transfer between

moleules of the liquid jM j / a

�3

/ I

2

ex

.

Conluding this Setion we must mention the follow-

ing. A short-range order should be established in the sys-

tem of biexitons due to the substantial interation be-

tween them; however, there is apparently no long-range

order. The presene of short-range order ensures that re-

lation (2) will apply at least in a qualitative way.

III. BIEXCITONIC LIQUID IN �-ZNP

2

CRYSTALS. EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At exitation intensities above 1 kW/m

2

and temper-

atures below 5 K the PL spetrum of �-ZnP

2

rystals, as

we have said, ontains an emission line of the biexitoni

liquid (the C line, heneforth alled the C spetrum).

As we see from Figs. 3, 4, and 5, the C spetrum has a

two-omponent form, as was predited by the model set

forth above. Using the dispersion relation of elementary

exitations of a biexitoni liquid (3) we �t the exper-

imental PL spetrum of the biexitoni liquid (Fig. 3),

whih was obtained for a sample of high purity (exita-

tion energy 3 kW/m

2

). This made it possible to deter-

mine the parameters of the dispersion urve of the ele-
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mentary exitations: � = 0:49 meV, k

0

= 9:8�10

6

m

�1

,

u = 1:4 � 10

5

m/s, and m

r

= 2:2m

0

(m

0

is the free

eletron mass), and also the value of the intermoleular

distane in the liquid a = 92

�

A = 6:1a

ex

and the temper-

ature of the rystal at the point of exitation, T = 1:5 K.

The values obtained are physially reasonable, the fat

whih, in our view, tends to on�rm that the proposed

theoretial model is orret. Further evidene of this is

the good agreement of the experimental and theoretial

spetra, in view of the approximate, model harater of

the dispersion urve given by Eqs. (3).

Fig. 3. Experimental PL spetrum of a biexitoni liquid

in a �-ZnP

2

rystal (solid urve) and its approximation by the

theoretial spetrum (dashed urve) (a); the dispersion urve

for the elementary exitations of the quantum biexitoni liq-

uid with the parameters obtained by �tting the theoretial

PL spetrum to the experimental spetrum (b). Exitation

intensity is 3 kW/m

2

.

The evolution of the shape of the C spetrum under

variation of temperature and of the square of the exita-

tion intensity are shown in Figs. 4, and 5. The behaviour

of the experimental spetrum under variation of temper-

ature (Fig. 4) is similar to that of the theoretial spe-

trum (Fig. 1). Analysis of the C spetrum under varia-

tion of the exitation intensity is made diÆult by the

fat that simultaneously with the variation of exitation

intensity there is also a variation of temperature, whih

has a de�nite e�et on the shape of the spetrum. We

an onlude that the hange in the C spetrum at mod-

erate levels of exitation is probably due mainly to the

inuene of temperature (the rise in temperature with in-

reasing I

ex

), while at higher exitation intensities the

evolution of the shape of the C spetrum ours mainly

on aount of the inrease in the density of the liquid

with inreasing I

ex

. What we have said agrees with the

intensity dependene of the temperature of the rystal

at the point of exitation, shown in Fig. 6. Thus the

experiment is desribed by the theory in a ompletely

satisfatory way. The shape of the C spetrum an di�er

substantially for di�erent samples. This is due to the fat

that at the same values of the exitation intensity and

rystal temperature, a liquid of higher density should

arise in more pure samples than in less pure samples.

Consequently, the shape of the PL spetrum of the liq-

uid varies with its density.

Fig. 4. Evolution of the experimental PL spetrum of a

biexitoni liquid in a �-ZnP

2

rystal under variation of tem-

perature of the sample at the point of exitation. Exitation

intensity is 4.8 kW/m

2

.

Fig. 5. Evolution of the experimental PL spetrum of a

biexitoni liquid in a �-ZnP

2

rystal under variation of the

square of the exitation intensity. The urves are labeled by

the value of I

2

ex

in (kW/m

2

)

2

.

The results presented above suggest that a quantum

biexitoni liquid haraterized by a phonon-roton dis-

persion relation for the elementary exitations an form

in �-ZnP

2

rystals under ertain onditions. This sort
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of dispersion relation, as we know, is evidene that su-

peruidity an arise in a Bose liquid, in partiular, in

liquid

4

He. Is it possible that superuidity an arise

in a biexitoni liquid in a �-ZnP

2

rystal? To an-

swer this question we performed the following exper-

iments. For some of the samples (Fig. 6) we studied

the temperature of the rystal at the point of exi-

tation as a funtion of the intensity of the exitation.

Fig. 6. Temperature of the rystal versus the square of the

exitation energy for di�erent samples: ZJ09-9 (1), ZJ09-14

(2), and ZD99-1 (3).

The normal situation is for the temperature of the rys-

tal to inrease with inreasing of the exitation inten-

sity. Besides the normal monotonially inreasing be-

haviour of T (I

2

ex

) (urve 1), for several samples we also

obtained anomalous T (I

2

ex

) urves: dereasing (urve 2)

or nonmonotoni (urve 3). We think that the anoma-

lous T (I

2

ex

) dependenes an be explained by an anoma-

lously large (giant) thermal ondutivity, whih aom-

panies the appearane of the superuid (s) omponent in

a quantum liquid below the superuid transition. Suh

an e�et is well known for superuid He II. We propose

the following explanation for the anomalous behaviours

observed. At a ertain exitation intensity the density

of the liquid reahes values suÆient for a transition of

the liquid to the superuid state. Upon further inrease

in I

ex

the density of the liquid inreases, with the re-

sult that the temperature of the superuid transition in-

reases and, with it, the fration of the s omponent. This

an inrease the thermal ondutivity, i. e., the thermal

energy should be removed more eÆiently from the ex-

itation region of the rystal, and so the temperature of

the rystal should derease with inreasing exitation in-

tensity. Apparently those rystals with a monotonially

dereasing T (I

2

ex

) urve (urve 2 in Fig. 6) are the purest

and most perfet: they have a low onentration of lat-

tie defets, and therefore a biexitoni liquid is formed

in them with a suÆiently high density for the onset of

superuidity and the orresponding giant thermal on-

dutivity. Those rystals with a nonmonotoni T (I

2

ex

)

urve (urve 3 in Fig. 6) would be less pure. The liquid

formed in them is of a lower density but is nevertheless

suÆient for the appearane of the s omponent. How-

ever, this omponent represents a smaller fration than

in the perfet rystals, and the giant thermal ondu-

tivity provides a suÆiently e�etive heat removal only

up to ertain values of the inoming laser power. When

the power is inreased further, the temperature of the

rystal begins to grow. In those rystals with a mono-

tonially inreasing T (I

2

ex

) dependene (urve 1 in Fig.

6) the onentration of defets is rather high, and there-

fore the density of the liquid in them does not reah the

values neessary for a transition to the superuid state

and the resulting onset of giant thermal ondutivity. As

a result, the temperature of the rystal at the point of

exitation inreases with inreasing exitation intensity.
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KVANTOVA B�EKSITONNA R�DINA U KRISTAL� �-ZnP

2

�. S. Gorban~, O. A. �wenko, �. M. Dmitruk, M. M. B�li�

F�ziqni� fakul~tet, KiÝvs~ki� na�onal~ni� un�versitet �men� Tarasa Xevqenka,

prosp. akad. Gluxkova, 6, KiÝv, 03127

Zaproponovano foton-rotonne dispers��ne sp�vv�dnoxenn� dl� elementarnih zbud�en~ kvantovoÝ b�ek-

sitonnoÝ r�dini v nap�vprov�dnikah. Ce sp�vv�dnoxenn� vikoristano �k vih�dni� punkt dl� obqislenn�

spektra fotol�m�n�sen�Ý r�dini � anal�zu �ogo poved�nki pri zm�n� temperaturi ta gustini b�eksiton-

noÝ r�dini. Parametri dispers��noÝ krivoÝ dl� elementarnih zbud�en~ dl� kvantovoÝ b�eksitonnoÝ r�dini

o�neno pri por�vn�nn� obqislenogo spektra fotol�m�n�sen�Ý � eksperimental~nogo spektra b�eksitonnoÝ

r�dini nap�vprov�dnikovogo kristala �-ZnP

2

. Eksperimental~n� dosl�d�enn� zale�nosti spektra fotol�-

m�n�sen�Ý b�eksitonnoÝ r�dini u �-ZnP

2

v�d temperaturi � �ntensivnosti lazernogo zbud�enn� p�dtverd�u-

�t~ vih�dnu teoretiqnu model~. Vim�r�no zale�n�st~ temperaturi kristala v�d �ntensivnosti zbud�enn�

� dl� k�l~koh zrazk�v zna�deno anomal~nu zale�n�st~: temperatura kristala zmenxut~s�, koli �ntensiv-

n�st~ zbud�enn� zrosta. Ce� efekt, mabut~,  nasl�dkom g�gants~koÝ term�qnoÝ prov�dnosti nadplinnoÝ

b�eksitonnoÝ r�dini u kristal� �{ZnP

2

.
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